
 

 



 

 

 

  

Starting a new job is both exciting and nerve-

wracking. Help your new employees get off on the 

right foot with your organization by making sure 

their onboarding experience is a positive one. 
 

As with most business processes, having a plan 

is key to onboarding success. We’ve put together 

this Onboarding Toolkit and filled it with 

customizable templates to get you started. You 

can find editable versions of these documents 

online at www.helpside.com/onboarding-toolkit. 

New employees who 
participated in a structured 
orientation program were 
69% more likely to remain 
at the company up to three 

years. 
(SHRM) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

page 3      Lay the Foundation 

page 6      Build the Framework 

page 8      Maintain the Relationship 

page 18    Fortify the Structure 

What you will find in this toolkit: 

Organizations with a 
standard onboarding 
process have 50% 

greater retention rates 
than those who do not. 

(Aberdeen Group) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Prior to an employee’s first day, there are a few things you can do to 

lay the groundwork for a successful onboarding experience. 

Keep the lines of communication with the candidate 

open between the accepted job offer and the first day 

of work. 

Set appropriate expectations for the new employee  

to ease some of his or her new-job jitters. A welcome 

letter, like the sample on the next page, can be a great 

way to set the expectations for his or her first day of 

work. This should be customized to your 

organization’s culture and the new hire’s position. 

 

Get to know a little about your new employee. One 

way to do this is to have them fill out a 

questionnaire, like the New Employee Spotlight on 

page five and share it with the employee’s co-

workers. This can make your team a little more 

comfortable and help your new hire feel like a 

welcome addition. 



 

 

Welcome to [Company name]! 
 

Dear [Employee’s first name], 

 

We are very excited to have you join our team and look forward to helping you develop your 

career.   

 

When You Arrive: 

Your first day will be [insert date] at [insert time]. When you arrive to work, go to the front desk 

and ask for [insert employee name who will be greeting], who you will be working with.  

 

Employee parking is located in front of the office building. You can enter the building through 

the main doors when arriving to work each morning. When you leave at night, you will exit 

through the West stairwell door. The West door can sometimes be hard to open.  

 

What to Bring: 

Please bring appropriate documents for I-9, such as a driver’s license and social security card; 

photo ID card with a birth certificate; or a passport. For more examples of acceptable documents, 

please contact your supervisor, [Supervisor name]. 

 

Please bring direct deposit information, such as a voided check or banking information form. 

 

Please bring the completed New Employee Spotlight form (attached), along with any pictures 

you’d like to share with the company that will let us get to know a little more about you. 

 

Don’t worry about bringing lunch on your first day. We will be treating you to lunch. You may 

want to bring a cup or a mug to keep a drink at your desk. One perk we have here is a soda 

fountain and ice machine (the really good ice ) that you’re welcome to use whenever you’d like. 

We also have several water coolers and a Keurig if you are a coffee drinker. 

 

What to Wear: 

The dress code is business casual, except Fridays. We celebrate the end of the week by wearing 

jeans or anything comfortable to work.  

 

Just a note: you will be getting your picture taken on your first day for the employee directory. 

 

Other Notes: 

You will receive benefits enrollment information and a copy of our new hire handbook on your 

first day. 

 

After your first day, you will be allowed to take your hour lunch break almost whenever you want.  

 

At 5:00pm, we like our employees to leave work and go enjoy their families, friends, hobbies or 

relaxation. Work-life balance is very important to us.  

 

Your team is very excited to have you join them! 



 

 

NEW EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT 

Welcome to [insert company name]! Your co-workers want to get to know you. 

Please answer these questions so we can get to know you better. 

 

Your name: 

  

 

Is there a different name you prefer to go by? 

 

 

Where did you grow up? 

  

  

Tell us a little about your family. 

  

 

What are some things you enjoy doing in your free time? 

  

  

What are some of your favorite foods and drinks? 

  

  

What are some of your favorite TV shows? 

  

 

What are some of your favorite movies? 

  

 
What are you most looking forward to in the next year? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

An employee’s first day of work sets the tone for the entire 

onboarding process. Here are some things to keep in mind: 

Give the employee an agenda for his or her first day,  

with the names and titles of some of the important 

people they’ll meet. 

Provide the new employee with an organizational 

chart (with photos if possible) to help him or her 

get to know some of his or her co-workers. 

Make it fun! New Hire Orientations can be boring  

and stale. Mix it up with some games if possible, 

like the Get to Know You Bingo example on the 

next page. 

Take the employee to lunch with some members 

of your team to help them feel welcome. 



 

 

  

You will need to find out who each square is about. You cannot ask a 

co-worker, “Which square is yours?” You will need to ask your co-workers 

questions to determine which square belongs to them. The goal is to find 

someone who matches each of the spaces on your board. 

 

HAS 
TWO 
DOGS 

GREW UP 
OUTSIDE 
OF UTAH 

GRADUATED 
FROM 

UTAH STATE 
UNIVERSITY 

ENJOYS 
COOKING 
OR BAKING 

GOT 
MARRIED 
IN 2015 

HAS A LAST 
NAME THAT 
STARTS WITH 

“C” 

HAS WORKED 
HERE FOR 

LESS THAN A 
YEAR 

HAS AN 
OLDER 
SISTER 

HAS A 
DAUGHTER 

GRADUATED 
FROM BYU 

HAS AT 
LEAST ONE 

PET 

HAS LIVED IN 
MORE THAN 

TWO 
DIFFERENT 
STATES 

HAS WORKED 
HERE FOR 
OVER FIVE 
YEARS 

LIKES TO SKI/ 
SNOWBOARD 

HAS MORE 
THAN THREE 

KIDS 

WENT ON 
VACATION 
OUTSIDE THE 
COUNTRY  

GET TO KNOW YOU BINGO 



 

 

  

Give the employees an idea of what they can expect in 

their first week, month and year. The New Hire Guide on 

pages 9-10 is an example of how you can do this. 

Set up a mentor relationship for the first 90 days of 

employment. This will give the new employee a resource to 

turn to with questions if his or her manager is unavailable. 

It will also start the process of building important personal 

relationships that are vital to employee satisfaction. The 

Selecting a Mentor guide on pages 11-12 and the Mentor 

New Hire Guide on pages 13-14 will help you get started. 

Give managers the tools they need to follow through with 

these expectations with their own Supervisor New Hire 

Guide, like the one on pages 15-17. 

The first day often the place that many organizations end their 

onboarding. But, there is so much more that can and should be done 

to create a successful onboarding experience. 



 

 

  

EMPLOYEE NEW HIRE 
GUIDE 
During the first year of your employment with [insert company name], you will 

be introduced to the company, spend time with a mentor, learn the essential 

functions of your position and be given the resources you need to be 

successful. 

 

Employee Name: 

Department Manager: 

 Send Employee Spotlight sheet to supervisor 

 Sign and return non-disclosure/non-compete to supervisor 

 Complete and return background check authorization  

 Complete pre-employment drug test 

 Meet with HR representative for a tour of office, to review the company 

handbook, receive a brief history of the company and safety instructions, etc.  

 Review and complete new hire paperwork: I-9, W-4, direct deposit, etc.  

 Set week one goals with supervisor 

 Receive first assignment from supervisor 

 Request and receive needed office supplies 

 Receive copy of contact list  

 Receive copy of time off request instructions 

 Receive usernames and complete training for necessary computer 

applications 

 Meet with supervisor and assigned mentor 

 Receive a copy of job description  

 Set up voicemail 

 Train on using copier/scanner 

 Review how to use time clock and view employee documents/pay stubs 

 Meet with benefits department to review of benefits  

 Complete benefit enrollment paperwork 

 Review department goals, job description, and performance standards with 

supervisor 

 Set 30-day goals with supervisor 

 

Within the first week 



 

  

 Review job description 

 Review performance standards 

 Meet with individual department managers 

 Complete weekly one-on-one meetings with supervisor 

 Review company values and history 

 Review organizational goals 

 Undergo 30-day review and receive feedback from supervisor 

 

EMPLOYEE NEW HIRE 
GUIDE 

Within the first 30 days 

 Undergo 90-day review and receive feedback from supervisor 

 Set goals for the next three months 

 Review company culture 

Within the first 90 days 

 Undergo six-month review and receive feedback from supervisor 

 Set goals for the remainder of the year 

After the first six months 

 Celebrate first year of employment 

 Undergo annual performance review with supervisor 

 Set new goals 

 Offer feedback meeting to supervisor in Employee Feedback Meeting 

At the end of the first year 



 

 

 

What is a mentor? A mentor is someone who’s an expert in a certain area and shares 

expertise, perspective and proficiencies that build a mentee’s skills and knowledge. The 

mentor models, coaches and fosters the growth of the new employee. 

 

The mentor’s role: Mentors must possess specific knowledge, skills, and abilities to guide 

learning and expand professional growth of high-performing managers. They share 

career successes and failures, which foster a mentee’s awareness, insight, and 

perspective. However, it’s not a mentor’s role to advocate on the behalf of the mentee in 

terms of promotion, special assignments, or changes in the scope of responsibility.   

 

A mentor will meet regularly with the mentee to guide and advise by coaching with a 

focus on learning, not teaching, to enhance skills, address specific behaviors or 

perceptions, or create growth opportunities. Some things the mentor will be doing with 

the mentee: 

 · Setting high performance expectations and offering challenging ideas 

 · Exhibiting professional behavior and teaching by example 

· Demonstrating good listening skills, and acting as a trusted advisor and 

professional    

  confidante 

 · Suggest possible solutions or source of helpful information 

· Utilizing broad experience in the organization and an extensive network of 

resources to help the mentee gain understanding 

 · Providing constructive feedback as well as positive reinforcement 

 

The supervisor’s role: The supervisor plays a critical role in the success of the mentoring 

program by providing ongoing support. Supervisors should support the mentor program 

by allowing employees to participate in training as necessary and provide feedback to 

mentors.  

 

The mentee’s role: The mentee will utilize the mentor to help address the identified skills, 

knowledge or practice that requires greater development. Some things the mentee will be 

doing: 

· Enhancing his or her professional development by working with an experienced 

person 

 · Receiving honest, constructive feedback, support and encouragement 

· Gaining personal insight into new ways of doing things, exploring new ideas, 

meeting new challenges and changing thoughts, feelings, and actions 

 · Gaining confidence, clearer thinking and the ability to make better decisions 

 · Taking ownership of his or her learning and development needs 

SELECTING A MENTOR 



 

 

Name of Mentee: 

Department/Development areas: 

Point system:  1 – Disagree 2 - Somewhat Agree  3 - Strongly Agree 

Candidate #1 
 

Candidate #2 

 
Candidate #3 

 
Personality Match: 
Has ability to form solid and close 
working relationship 

Applicable Knowledge Transfer: 
Has the skills and knowledge needed 

Experience Within the Organization: 
Has sufficient experience as a leader to 
understand and predict the challenges 
related to the job 

Seniority Level: 
Has an appropriate level of seniority 
within the company to be a mentor 

Business and Strategic Acumen: 
Understands the business and strategic 
direction of the organization 

Exceptional Interpersonal 
Relationship Skills: 
Demonstrates high-level communication 
and relationship building skills 

Desire to Be a Mentor: 
Enjoys the role of mentoring 
and educating 

Ability to Connect: 
Has the ability to connect with mentee 
and perceive his or her challenges 

Strong Integrity and Credibility: 
Has credibility in the organization and 
demonstrates a high level of integrity  
in his or her work 

Total number of points: 

SELECTING A MENTOR 



 

 

NEW HIRE GUIDE FOR 
DEPARTMENT MENTOR 

During the first year of the new hire’s employment with [insert company name], he 

or she will be introduced to the company, be provided with a mentor, learn the 

essential functions of their position and be given the resources needed to become 

successful. You will assist in this process by providing support as his or her 

mentor during the first three months of employment. 

 
Employee Name: 

Department Mentor: 

 

 Determine training needs for new employee 

Prior to employee start date 

 Meet new employee 

 Assist manager in conducting a brief overview of company history 

 Assist manager with review of organizational chart and hierarchy 

 Assist manager in conducting a tour of offices and stopping by IT for a picture 

 Assist manager in providing brief safety instructions (fire drill locations, first aid 

location) 

 Assist manager in showing new employee how to use time clock and view pays 

stubs 

 Attend first day lunch with new employee and manager 

 Review work programs used in department 

 Demonstrate tasks employee will need to understand 

 Ask the employee to take notes and write down tasks and steps 

 Demonstrate programs used, what they are for, and have employee write down steps 

to progress through them 

 Give employee opportunity to do tasks and navigate through programs 

 Review at end of each day how to do tasks and navigate through programs that 

have been discussed 

 Schedule weekly one-on-ones with new employee and through the first 90 days of 

employment  

Within the first week 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  

NEW HIRE GUIDE FOR 
DEPARTMENT MENTOR 

 Help employee accomplish new tasks 

 Follow up with employee 

 Demonstrate other assigned responsibilities 

 Provide feedback and coaching of best practices 

 Conduct weekly one-on-one meetings with new employee 

During the first 90 days 



 

  

NEW HIRE GUIDE FOR 
SUPERVISOR 
During the first year of the new hire’s employment with [insert company name], he 

or she will be introduced to the company, be provided with a mentor, learn the 

essential functions of his or her position, and be given the resources needed to be 

successful. You will assist in this process by providing support and assigning a 

mentor. 

 

Employee Name: 

Supervisor: 

 

 Send offer letter 

 Receive response from new employee 

 Make follow-up call after offer letter is received 

 Send non-disclosure/non-compete agreement 

 Send background check authorization  

 Submit background check and receive results  

 Alert IT to determine equipment needs 

 Ensure IT sets up new computer and voicemail 

 Ensure IT adds new employee name on scanner 

 Set up time clock username and password 

 Order necessary office supplies 

 Print contact list and time off request instructions 

 Set up e-Reviews account 

 Set up assigned workspace  

 Pre-fill new hire paperwork 

 Assign a mentor 

 Send an email to all employees advising them of new employee, what he or she 

will be doing and where he or she will sit  

 Check with IT/Payroll to ensure new hire is set up with payroll information 

login 

 Determine what training new employee needs 

Prior to employee start date 



 

 

  

NEW HIRE GUIDE FOR 
SUPERVISOR 

 Meet with new employee and mentor 

 Provide brief overview of company history 

 Review organizational chart and hierarchy 

 Conduct tour of offices 

 Stop by IT for picture 

 Provide brief safety instructions (fire drill locations, first aid location) 

 Give new employee onboarding materials 

 Complete new hire paperwork (W-4, I-9, etc.) with employee 

 Complete Emergency Contact Form with employee 

 Train on time clock and logging into payroll history to view paychecks 

 Take employee out to a first day lunch with manager and mentor 

 Conduct pre-employment drug test 

 Review Employee Policies 

          · Holidays & PTO                           · Drug and alcohol policy 

          · Office hours                                · Office dress code 

          · Evacuation                                  · Harassment 

          · Internet use                                · Cell phones 

          · Parking                                        · Paydays 

          · Basic office safety 

 Facilitate benefits discussion with assigned Benefits Specialist about available 

benefits 

 Review department goals 

 Review job description and performance standards 

 Set week one goals with new employee 

 Give new employee his or her first assignment 

 Set up weekly one-on-one meetings to last through employee’s first year 

 Review work programs used in department 

Within the first week 



 

  

NEW HIRE GUIDE FOR 
SUPERVISOR 

 Set 30-day goals with new employee 

 Check on status of benefits paperwork 

 Discuss company values and history 

 Organize department lunch  

 Explain organizational goals to new employee 

 Give new employee additional tasks 

 Review job description 

 Review performance standards 

 Facilitate individual meetings with the new employee and each department 

manager 

 Conduct 30-day review and give employee opportunity to provide feedback 

 Facilitate weekly one-on-one meetings with employee and mentor 

Within the first 30 days 

 Facilitate individual meetings with executives 

 Conduct 90-day review  

 Set new goals 

 Review company culture 

 Request feedback from employee 

After the first 90 days 

 Conduct six-month review 

 Set new goals 

 Request feedback from employee 

After the first six months 

 Celebrate first year of employment 

 Conduct annual performance review  

 Set new goals 

 Request feedback from employee 

End of the first year 



 

 

  

After all the hard work you’ve done to attract, 

recruit, and train your new employee, make sure 

you maintain that positive onboarding experience 

long-term. 

Help new employees set goals. Having goals helps the 

new employee be productive and feel useful right out of 

the gate. The sample New Employee Goal Setting Guide 

on the next page can help you get started. 

Supervisors are vitally important to the onboarding 

process. Give your supervisors a list of questions to ask 

new employees in their weekly/monthly one-on-one 

meetings, like the ones on page 20. 

Give new employees an opportunity to provide 

feedback. One simple way to start that conversation is 

with a survey about the onboarding process given after 

the first day and after 90 days, like the samples on 

pages 21-22. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OBJECTIVES KEY RESULTS LOOKBACK 

WHAT WIN WHEN STATUS/COMMENTS 

GOAL #1 

What do you want 
to achieve? 

What does success 
look like? 

When do you want 
to achieve it? 
MM/DD 

Review what was 
achieved 

GOAL #2 

What do you want 
to achieve? 

What does success 
look like? 

When do you want 
to achieve it? 
MM/DD 

Review what was 
achieved 

GOAL #3 

What do you want 
to achieve? 

What does success 
look like? 

When do you want 
to achieve it? 
MM/DD 

Review what was 
achieved 

EMPLOYEE GOAL-SETTING 
GUIDE 

Employee name: 



 

 

  

SUPERVISOR CHECK IN 
QUESTIONS 
Example questions to ask your new employees during your weekly one-on-one 

meetings: 

 

• How’s it going?  

• How do you feel in your new job? 

• What are you enjoying most about your role? 

• Is the job/team/company what you expected? 

• Has anything surprised you? If so, what? 

• Has training been helpful? What would you add or change? 

• Do you have all the tools and resources you need? 

• Do you feel like you’ve gotten to know your co-workers well? 

• Do you feel out of the loop about anything? 

• What should we provide to new employees that we may have missed? 

• What is working/what is not working? 

• Is anything about your role, the team or company still unclear? 

• How can I be a better manager to you? 

• As your manager, what can I do to make your transition easier? 

• What else can I do to help you feel confident and comfortable in your position? 



 

  

NEW HIRE 
ONBOARDING SURVEY 

We value the feedback we receive from our employee and want to know how you 

would rate your experience so far. 

I would consider New Hire 

Orientation very 

informative, highly 

engaging, and useful. 

The length of New Hire 

Orientation was effective 

enough to keep me 

engaged and able to retain 

all of the information. 

I have a better understanding 

of the company, its leaders, 

and its different departments. 

The overall orientation 

experience reflected the 

culture and values of the 

company. 

Orientation continued the 

great experience that began 

with my recruitment. 

Based on my onboarding 

experience, I’m likely to 

recommend employment at 

this company to others. 

Strongly 

Agree 

 

Agree 

 
Neutral 

 
Disagree 

 

Strongly 

Disagree 
 

PLEASE RATE THE 
FOLLOWING: 



 

 

 

90 DAY NEW 
HIRE SURVEY 

Strongly 

Agree 
Agree Neutral Disagree 

Strongly 

Disagree 

 
The New Hire Guide has 

helped keep me on track 

during my first 90 days. 

I had the resources available to 

get up to speed quickly 

My manager worked with 

me to define expectations 

for my role.  

I understand our company’s 

mission, vision, culture and 

values, and how they drive the 

way we operate. 

I feel like I know who to ask 

if I have questions about my 

job tasks or company 

procedures. 

I feel like I made the right 

decision to join the company. 

Based on my first 90 days, I’m 

likely to recommend 

employment at this company 

to others. 

 

PLEASE RATE THE 
FOLLOWING: 

We value the feedback we receive from our employee and want to know how you 

would rate your experience so far. 


